Media Use Case

Improving the User
Experience

Media Firms lose millions of dollars in digital advertising revenue when same ad
is erroneously shown multiple times. This causes ad fatigue and annoys
viewers. Our Ad Analysis solution analyzes the unstructured ad logs and
empowers media companies to identify problematic streams that contain no
ads or more ads than the advertiser has paid for. It improves user experience
and saves millions in lost revenue as well.
Key Performance Indicators




Ability to measure the frequency and magnitude of repeat
ad placements from an end viewer perspective
Ability to identify a correlation between frequency cap
violations and specific sites, dates, devices or video assets
Ability to visually identify any ad placement that is
delivered more than two times for a large number of
video streams

Users





Ad Sales Teams
Distribution Teams
Research and Analytics
Teams
Leadership Teams

Beneﬁts






Visibility into the ad experience insights to improve user experience implies no more repeat ads for
viewers
Identification of problematic streams without ads plugs revenue leakages
Ability to track ad performance for all digital ads enables companies to plan for better ad placements
Better control over industry-category competitive separation ensures that premium advertisers have
no reasons to complain for misplaced ads
Improved user experience with no ad fatigue
About InfoCepts
Since 2004, InfoCepts has enabled leading companies like UBS, Nielsen, GE and Bayer to derive value from their data. Recently featured in Gartner’s
Market Guide for Data Science and Machine Learning Service Providers, our 750-strong pool of consultants has expertise in 60+ Business Analytics and
Information Management technologies. Our BA-IM specific development methodologies and the differentiated expertise of our multi-award winning DV
team help us deliver solutions that derive maximum value from enterprise data. Every day over 70,000 users across industries use analytics solutions
developed by us to make better decisions.
For more information : Visit www.infocepts.com or write to sales@infocepts.com

